
A HISTORY OF PRESERVING FLOWERS

The act of drying flowers for preservation and other uses dates back to ancient times. The Egyptians used dried flowers
to make fragrances and placed dried flowers in tombs. Dried flowers were used as medicine in the Middle Ages; and in
Japan, they formed the basis of an art form.

Museum botanist Fred Rumsey , who looks after the Historical Collections says, 'You want to ensure that you
keep an even weight across the whole plant specimen that you're pressing. North African natives chewed it to
protect themselves from the sun. Open to the middle and line the facing pages with parchment paper or wax
paper. However, the most important things to note are the plant's location and the date it was collected. Indeed,
several factors strongly influence the evolution of plants over time: exposure to sunlight, humidity, handling
Delphiniums were used by West Coast Native Americans to make blue dye, and European settlers made ink
from ground delphinium flowers. Ditto if you are trying to press multiple specimens at once. Victorian Drying
flowers became a popular hobby and preservation method in Victorian England. Other, slightly younger,
historical specimens dating to the early s include those of the Duchess of Beaufort, who had the first
greenhouses in England and pressed flowers from her garden, and the wonderfully ornate herbarium sheets
from George Clifford's collection , which were catalogued by famous taxonomist Carl Linnaeus. If you want
to press a succulent plant or something with a large stem, use kitchen roll to absorb the extra moisture that
comes out on the first day, and throw it away. They are then sorted before entering the preservation room,
positioned in gutters - with their base immersed. Today, this flower is known worldwide as "the Christmas
flower". Specialised floristry schools teach these unique techniques. The trick to retaining that color is to
flash-dry them, too, in a hot car. The central shaft pointing upwards is the style, the female part of the plant,
with a stigma at its summit to capture pollen. Related Articles. He collected pressed flower pieces wherever he
could find them. He adds, 'Traditionally people used to sew pressed plant specimens onto thick paper. In Italy
Chrysanthemums are associated with death. Throughout the era, the art of pressing flowers became
increasingly popular. Flowers also appeared in religious ritual, particularly for preparing the dead for the
afterlife. With this new trend, bosom flowers became all the rage thanks to their sensual connotation. Then
strip off all foliage from stems. Decorate bookmarks and photo frames. Once your flowers are dry, carefully
remove them. Fred warns, 'Don't use sticky tape to attach your flower to card. It also tells us that these plants
were very similar to their modern day relatives, and allowed us to give our discovery a species name â€”
Strychnos electri. In the case of import, we prefer to use the boat rather than the airplane to transport our
goods. But his own artistic origins are in fact firmly rooted in this realm: "In the early eighties I made things
with dried flowers," he says. However, paleobotanists are skeptical of the study's claims. European scientific
specialists considered the dahlia as a possible source of food since a disease had destroyed the French potato
crop in the s. You could also consider cutting the plant stem in half. Jeffry Weisman , an interior and product
designer, is one such example. Calendula blossoms in wine were purported to soothe indigestion, and the
petals as ointments, cured skin irritations, jaundice, sore eyes, and toothaches. Some curl, others bend If you're
trying to press a bulkier plant, add extra paper and card to ensure that every part of the plant and flower is
being directly pressed, to avoid bits shrivelling up. Any part of the plant left in free air rather than in contact
with the newspaper will shrivel up. Lily Lilies have been associated with many ancient myths, and pictures of
lilies were discovered in a villa in Crete, dating back to the Minoan Period, about B. Flowers are still dried to
preserve memories and create art.


